
HOW TO WRITE A HTML COLOR CODE

Adding color to your HTML text is easy! In this short tutorial we'll cover how to change the color of your HTML text using
Hex color codes, HTML color names.

Some will be more suitable than others and some you will use again and again. For a great tutorial on using
CSS to change color properties, check out this article by Vincent Wright. You can edit HTML in a text editor,
a simple program such as Notepad that writes pure text, or in a code editor optimized for processing
programming syntax. Serif fonts are more suitable for usage in books and newspapers, while sans-serif fonts
are easier to read off computer monitors. I still use it just because I started that way. These elements include
text colors, link colors, page background, tables, forms--just about every aspect of the style of the web page.
The codes are not very user friendly, so you'll need a chart to tell you what code makes what color. Add a style
section to the top of the HTML document. Even then, most people won't be seeing your super cool font, so if
you want this font to be used, make it into a graphic in your image editor and put the graphic on your page
where you want it. This is ideal if you have exacting color needs, especially those that span multiple HTML
documents. Drop by, grab a six-pack of color code, and come on back. You cannot use a word processor like
Microsoft Word, LibreOffice, or Google Docs because these programs insert invisible formatting called
control characters which are incompatible with HTML. Go to the folder containing the HTML file and click
on it, and your browser should render it. A command to change the text. So, you want to change it to
something more readable and nicer looking. Method 1: Wrap the Text in Tags With Color Styling The most
straightforward technique for coloring text is to add the style attribute and desired value, comprised jointly of
the color keyword and color specification the hexadecimal code, RGB code, or name , to the HTML tag
wrapping the target text. Changing text color is a simple trick you can manage in three ways. To change the
colours of just a small block of text or an individual word, you have to use the old font tag again. It might not
always work A particular font face will only appear on a reader's computer screen if they have that font
installed on their computer. You can supply a hex color value, which is a pound sign followed by a six-digit
hexadecimal number. Do remember of course that if someone has images turned off they won't be able to read
this text at all. Serif fonts have little ending flicks on the lines that make up the letters. You can go on with a
long list but really, you should stop after around 3 because you're wasting your time otherwise. If the first one
isn't available your second choice will be used and so on. If you only need to colorize one or two sections of
text, this is the simplest way. Try to keep the fonts similar along the way and try and end it on a common font
to stay away from Times. You may want to just go with the six-digit code. Make sure it's not too important
and always use the alt attribute. Use RGB color values to adjust the shading on a standard color or to use the
exact value for the hue you want. If you are using an external style sheet, you can make the change once in the
style sheet, and it will be applied to your entire site. Again, in that position they affect everything on the page.
You'll use a color hex code to do the trick. Methods for changing text color include: Alter the tag wrapping the
text designated for color change. Any web browser can display the HTML file you want to examine. This not
only aggregates all the styles in one place but it also allows multiple HTML documents to incorporate the
same style conventions without duplication. A color hex code.


